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Abstract
This paper presents an algorithm for computation of the free distance parameter of turbo codes with
a convolutional interleaver implemented to act as a block
interleaver. Based on the properties of the interleaver and
the algorithm applied, we can also determine the other low
weights of turbo codes and this is useful in determining the
Performance of the error floor of turbo codes. For different
turbo code structures, the relevant parameters have been
computed. The error rate simulations confirm the algorithm
results.
Keywords - Turbo codes,convolutional interleaver,free distance,low weight distribution.

memories. In comparison with the block interleaver, the convolutional interleaver uses less memory and this simplifies
its hardware design with more compatibility for processing
of different data lengths. This paper presents an algorithm
computation of turbo codes with convolutional
for the df..
interleavers. This algorithm is applicable also to determining
other low codeword weights,which is helpful in order to
evaluate precisely the error floor performance. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents briefly
the new convolutional interleaver structure. In Section 3, the
proposed algorithm for computing the free distance and other
low weights is explained and finally Section 4 concludes the
paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Turbo code performance for moderate to high signal to
noise ratios, where error floor occurs, is determined by the
parameter, which is defined as the minfree distance (df...)
imum Hamming distance between any possible codewords.
Considering all input data streams in the determination of
dfree is impossible, especially for medium to large input
block lengths. Finding a suitable algorithm to compute the
dfTeefor turbo codes has been considered in previous works,
e.g.[1][2][3], which focus on those input data streams that
possibly cause the free distance. The method presented in
[ I ] considers unconstrained input block length and traces
codewords with the minimum weight from low weight input
data streams that return the Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders to the zero state. When increasing
the interleaver length, a higher df.
value for turbo codes is
expected. Thereforejnput data streams with higher weights
should be involved in the computation, which increases the
complexity and lessens the reliability of the method. Garello,
et.al [2] have presented an algorithm that removes this problem by computing the minimum distance of a constrained
Sub-Code (CSC). Rea31 outlines an improvement on this
latter algorithm useful for high rate turbo codes with nonpunctured constituent codes. The proposed algorithms are
implemented using block interleavers in a turbo encoder.
Application of such an interleaver creates dfTee with high
multiplicities, which lessens the turbo code performance [4].
In [5], we suggest a new structure for a block interleaver
implemented as a convolutional interleaver by inserting the
number of stuff bits equal to the number of interleaver
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I I . CONVOLUTIONAL
INTERLEAVER STRUCTURE

A convolutional interleaver consists of T parallel lines that
represent the interleaver period. In general, each successive
interleaver line has M more delay elements than the previous
line [6]. In a turbo encoder structure, the interleaved data
block is obtained by inserting zero hits into the convolutional
interleaver memories to clear their contents. Depending on
the length of the input data stream, the interleaved data will
be terminated at one of the interleaver lines. This can be determined by the result of Rem(L,T); where L and Rem(L,T)
are the interleaver length and the reminder of LIT operation,respectively. For the interleaver with T=3, M=l and the
, XzL-~},the
~ ,
interleaved data
input data stream { Z ~ > Z ~ ...,
blocks corresponding to the different Rem(L,T)values would
he :
Rem(L,T)=l :
{ Z O : O , O , Z S , Z ~0, , xGrx4, ...rXL-SrzL-Sr

o,o,zL-Z}

Rem(L,T)=2:
{ZV,

o,o, Z S , Z l , O , ZGr ...>ZL-4rxL--630,

ZL-1, X L - 3 3

Rem(L,T)=O:

1.0,

0 . 0 , X 3 , z i r O ? Z ...,
~, ~ L - - ~ , O , ~ L - Z , X L - - ~ , ~ ~ ~ , ~ L - I }

Since insertion of stuff bits reduces the usage of channel
bandwidth, an optimisation should be performed on the
interleaver to ensure that the number of stuff bits is equal to
the number of interleaver memories. This can be achieved
by adding a zero deletion block after interleaving, which
deletes extra zero stuff bits that are inserted at the end of
each block. In this case, the memory contents at the end
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{Zo:

0,o: Z3,Z i r 0 , Zs, Z4, ..., Z L - 3 ,

. o . o ,o , o

X(

of each block have a zero value which remains until the
beginning of the next block [ 5 ] . Considering the interleaver
in the above example, the optimised interleaved data block
would be :
Rem(L,T)=l :

xs . x , , 0 , o . o
x,, ,x, , x, , 0 , 0
x,& , x,, , X , , x 0
xc * X I , , !lz xa *.x

xo , o . o , o . o
xs , x , , 0 , o . o
x,, ,x, ,x, , 0 0
opnmlwnx,, , x , , ,x, . x ,, 0
x2? , x,6 x,,
X8 ,x

.

,,

__f

4

I

I

.

meend
Z L - ~ :Z L - Z ]

Rem(L,T)=2:
{ZO, 0: 0,Qr 2 1 : 0: 26, ...I ZL--4,2L--6: Z L - l > Z L - 3 ]

Rem(L,T)=O:
{Zo: 0:0 , 2 3 , Z i r o,%, . . . ? Z L - z , 2 L - 4 , Z L - l )
In designed turbo codes, trellis termination and truncation
are applied for the first and the second RSC encoders,
respectively. Therefore, when stuff bits are inserted into the
convolutional interleaver after the trellis termination, they
have no effect on the systematic and the first parity data.
Hence, these bits can be eliminated from the end part of
this data. Based on the outlined characteristics, an algorithm
is presented here to compute free distance and other low
weights of the full rate turbo codes using the convolutional
interleaver with M=l and an arbitrary period. This procedure
will be explained in the next section.

111. A L G O R I T H M FOR COMPUTING T H E FREE DISTANCE
A N D LOW WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

The applied algorithm, similar to the one presented in [I],
considers low weight input data streams that return the first
RSC encoder to the zero state. In the optimised convolutional
interleaver, the distance between two adjacent bits, before
and after interleaving, is equal to the interleaver period,
except for the end part of the interleaved data block, where
zero bit deletion is conducted to reduce the overall stuff
bits number. In this part, the minimum distance would be
less than the interleaver period and we expect that the data
interleaved in this part will create lower weight than the
data interleaved by other parts in the second RSC encoder
[7]. Regarding this interleaver structure and considering the
effect of the tail bits on the overall weight of the turbo code,
we can present an algorithm to estimate df... as follows:
Firstly, among all input data block streams with the
minimum weight(i.e.1) those which return the first RSC
encoder to the zero state are selected. Then, their bit 1
positions will be compared with the bit positions that have
been located at the end part of the interleaved data. If
this condition is established, the overall codeword weight
is computed and stored as a cifTee value. In order to identify
the other input data streams with the mentioned property
the same comparison will he performed and the minimum
obtained df... value considered as d p e e at the end of the
first step. A similar procedure is followed for higher input
is lower than or equal
data weights until the computed d.,
to the weight of the input data stream. The final df... is
allocated as dfree of the turbo code.

Fig. 1
Interleaved data for interleaver (T=S,M=I),Rem(L,T)=2.

Since bit 1 positions should be located at the end part
of the interleaver, the pattern length consisting of all the 1s
inside the data stream, should not exceed the bit number
of the end part of the interleaver. For this purpose, we can
encode all the low weight patterns with a length equal to
the bit number of the end part of the interleaver and then,
the ones that return the RSC encoder to the zero state are
selected. In this case, the algorithm considers all input data
streams which contain the patterns selected. This procedure
is helpful for determining the free distance value of turbo
codes with medium to large interleaver lengths, where the
process of examining all the low weight data streams is long
and even impossible to perf0rm.h simulations,wbich have
been conducted, input data weights of up to 4 using short
period interleaven have been considered in order to simplify
deinterleaver synchronization.
For example,as shown in Figure I, the number of bits
at the end of the interleaver with (M=l,T=S),Rem(L,T)=5
is equal to 7 and the patterns with length 7 that return the
RSC encoder (1,718) to the zero state have been presented
in Table 1. It is obvious that the algorithm covers all the
patterns shifted cyclically that satisfy the above condition.
Table 1
Patterns returning the RSC encoder (1,7/5)to the zero state
for the convolutional interleaver (T=S,M=l),Rem(L,T)=2.
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Fig. 2
Simulation result for turbo codes (1,7/5) and (1,35123) with
interleaver (T=lO,M=I),L=1024.
Table 4
Free distance parameters for turbo codes (1,7/5) with
interleaver T=5.

Table 5
Free distance parameters for turbo codes (1,35/23) with
interleaver T=5.

for the convolutional interleavers (M=I,T=3),(M=l,T=5)
with different lengths have been presented in Tables 2 to
5, where Nfu,,,, and litf,... represent the total number or
multiplicities of the codewords with weight d f r e e and the
average input data weight related to dfree,respectively. The
results confirm that free distance value will he increased by
increasing the interleaver period or the constraint length of
the RSC encoders.
In comparison with the block interleaver, the convolutional
interleaver generates dtfreewith fewer multiplicities and this
can he considered as an advantage. However, a turbo code
with acceptable performance is achieved by the relatively
high interleaver period, and this increases the stuff hits
number. Therefore, we need to compromise the turbo codes
performance and the stuff hits number.
Depending on the interleaver period, the hit numbers
which are located at the end part of the interleaver alter. In

order for the algorithm to he usable for different interleaver
periods we can decrease or increase the area of the end
part of the interleaver relative to the interleaver period. For
example, in the free distance calculating for turbo codes
(1,7/5) and (1,35/23) with the interlaver period T=3 in
addition to the end part of the interleaver, two rows of the
interleaved data on top of this part have been considered,too.
Based on this definition it is possible to find out the other
low weights of a turbo code, which weights are obtained
from the considered end part of the interleaver. It has been
seen that increasing the input data stream length has no
effect on the multiplicities of df?... or some of other low
weights.This has been confirmed by considering different
short input data lengths such that the free distance and the
other low weights can he determined by definition of the
weight calculation [I] [S].Tahles 6 to 9 give specifications
of weights higher than d f r e . for the above mentioned turbo
code structures. In these tahles,Nd and zid are the number of
codewords and the average weight of the input data, corresponding to codewords with weight d,respectively. Based on
the low weight distributions listed above, we can evaluate the
full rate turbo codes' performance in the error floor region.
This is carried out by calculating Bit Error Rate(BER) versus
signal to noise ratio in the Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) channel with the following equation [4]:

where g , m and R are the signal to noise ratio, the number
of tail hits and the code rate,respectively. Conducted simulation for turbo codes(l,7/5)and(l,35/23)with the interleaver
length L=1024 and (M=l,T=lO)gives (df7.., = lO/Ntf,.. =
3/2irfree = 3)(dfree = 11/Nfme = l / G f v e e = 3)
characteristics. These free distance values together with other
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low weight values have been applied in the above equation
and compared with the performance of turbo codes at the
end of decoder using iterative decoding technique with the
Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) and 10 iterations.
The results indicate that the proposed algorithm is useful
to access the turbo code’s performance in the error floor
region for such a convolutional interleaver. Table 10 gives
specification of the weights applied in the simulations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an efficient and simple
algorithm to compute the minimum distance value of turbo
codes using a convolutional interleaver as a block interleaver.
The algorithm has been applied for different turbo code
structures with different interleaver lengths. Then, the other
low weights have been determined and used to evaluate the
accurate error floor performance.The accuracy of the method
has been confirmed by the simulation of the iterative turbo
decoding performance for moderate to high signal to noise
ratios region.

Table 9

Low weights parameters for turbo codes (1,35123) with
interleaver T=5.
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Table 10
weight parameters for turbo codes (1,7/5)(1,35123) with
interleaver T=10 and length L=1024.

Table 6
Low weight parameters for turbo codes (1,715) with
interleaver T=3.
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Table 7
Low weight parameters for turbo codes (1,35123) with
interleaver T=3.

Table 8
Low weights parameters for turbo codes (1,715) with
interleaver T=5.
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